Explore
Western Australia
						 by 4WD

Go your own way
		 Experience the freedom

Western Australia,
			 from the inside out

Let us inspire you

Self drive: enjoy utter freedom

WA Experts is a personal, small business that offers self drive tours through Western
Australia. We are not just another 4WD car-rental service, our customers have all the
freedom to customize their trip, just the way they like it.

Adventurous travellers want to drive whenever and wherever. We make it possible
by helping our customers prepare their self drive tours and plan a route through
Western Australia together with them. Off course, we’ll take the time frame, personal
preferences and limitations into account. We can assist in planning and organising a
trip from door to door, or we can just supply a rental car and some sound advice. The
customer is king.

The best way to discover Australia’s remote areas is with a 4WD campervan, fitted
with all modern conveniences. We welcome tourists from all corners of the world to
beautiful Western Australia. At WA Experts we speak English and Dutch.

A great value holiday for everyone
Couples, young families or pensioners, we offer great value holidays for everyone. Our
Troopies are well maintained and suit all your travel needs. Even small children can be
transported safely. They will love sleeping in the Electric Rooftop Tent!
All our Troopies are fully equipped with camping gear, bedding, table and chairs,
cooking utensils, water tanks, safety aids and more. With some planning it is possible
to remain completely isolated for a few weeks without any problems.

One way trips
Many of our customers want to pick up a vehicle in one location and drop if off
somewhere else. These are so called “One Way Rentals”. We can organise One Way
Rentals between most Australian locations as long as there is an airport.
Common trips are between Perth, Broome and Darwin but we regularly have travellers
in Alice Springs, Adelaide, Exmouth or even as far as Melbourne, Sydney or Cairns!
Contact us to discuss your preferred locations and we will do our best to make it
happen.

Wonderful
			Western Australia

We are WA Experts
“What I love most about WA is the emptiness, the weather, the friendly
people, the wild nature and animals in it: kangaroos, emus, goannas and
beautiful birds. Also, fishing at remote locations, the opportunity to escape the
city and feeling the connection with the ancient land and aboriginal culture
while being all alone... And the way of life – no worries mate.”
~ Iwan Boskamp
Iwan Boskamp is the owner of WA Experts. Born in Western Australia, Iwan grew
up in Amsterdam, The Netherlands. After spending many holidays in Australia, he
returned for good to Perth in 2010 to transform his passion into his job.
Having travelled extensively throughout Western Australia, the Northern Territory
and South Australia, Iwan finds no greater pleasure than sharing his knowledge and
enthusiasm before sending customers on their way.
Please feel free to contact us for any further information.

www.waexperts.com.au / www.waexperts.nl
Email: info@waexperts.com.au
Follow us on Facebook:
Phone: +61 8 6279 9414
www.facebook.com/WAExpertsTroopyRental

